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Regenerative p r o c ~ s  for the rsvltallzatbn of spacecraft atmospheres are esmntlal tor reallzatbn of long-term space 
missions. These processes include oxygen genevatlon through water electrolysis. The Static FeedlAlkaline Electrolyte 
Water Electrolysis concept has evolved over the pest 15 years under National Aeronautics and Space Adm~ntstratlan and 
Llte Systems, Inc. sponsorshtp. This destgn has been recognized '1s capable of rsliable Jxygen goneratton with few sub 
system ca,nponents. A complete, self-contained Water electrolysls subsystem bascd on this concept was developed and 
tested under the previous Contract, NAS2-10306 The objec:ives of the present program a follcwsn activity to 
NAS~-10306, were to: (1) demonstrate the performance, rel~abiliry and lower power requlremsnts of the previousV- 
developed Oxygen Generation Subwtem by endurance tedlng the subsystem, (2) evaluate the performance and reliability 
of tht prev~ouslydeveloped 3-Fluld Pressure Controller through an irdewndent extended endurance test. (3) design, 
develop and evaluate the performance a Water E!ectrolysis Subsys:em Fluid Cor:,rol Assembly, (4) investigate and 
demonstrate a unitized corelcomposite cell concept for use in static feed electrolysis cells, (5) demonstrate at the moduje 
ievel the concept of eliminatioti of electrolyte In the static feed compartr,lent of water electrolysis cells, (6) and evaluate, 
select pnd demonstrate a tecllnique for minimizing or eliminating the use of nitrogen ass purgegasduring the standby mode 
o? operat;on of a water electrolysis subsystem. 
1 he previously developed one-person level Oxygen Generation Subsystem, called the WS-1, was endurance tested. Pre 
duction of the one-person oxygen metabolic requirement, 0.82 kg per day (1.81 Ib per day), wasdemonstrated. During 2,980 
hrsof endurance testing, cell voltages averaged 1.61 Vat 205 mAlcm2(191 ASF)at an averageaperating temperaturu of on- 
ly 326 K (1 28 F), virtually correspondirtg to the state-of-the-art performance previously esta3lished for s~ngle cells at Life 
Systems. This high efficiency-at~d therefore, low waste heat generation-  re vented matntenance of the 336 K (1 50 F) 
design temperature without supplemental heating. Fllrther evaluation of the subsystem is recommended as a followdn ef- 
fort. 
The Improved 3-Fluid Pressure Controller developed under the previous Contract wns Independently endurance touted for 
an extended period. This controller, which regulates the overall subsystem operating pressure as well as the differential 
pressures tha! must be maintained within the cell, demonstrated excellent regulation and smooth transitions during 8.650 
hrs of operstion. This included more than 7,400 simulated subsystem pressurizationldepressurlzation cycles. Further 
weight, volume and minor confiqurational modifications are recommended for the next gcneratlon unit. 
A Water Electrolysis Subsystem Fluid Control Assembly was designed, developed and evaluated. Thls single component, 
which replaces 18 separate fluid-handling components in a Water Electrolyr,ia Subsystem, monitors and controls the tiow of 
hydrogen andoxygen gases, controlsand filters the supply of nitrogen for purging hydrogenand oxygen from the water e k -  
trolysis module, controls and filters the supply of water to the subsystem and r17onitore water differential presuie across the 
water storage tank. 
An independent, 30day cyclic test was performed. The Fluid Control Assembly effecthrely and successfully demonstrated 
fluid-flow control. This testing Included transitions through 219 operating cycles and 432 water fill sequences. Extended 
testing anu evaluation of the Fluid Control Assembly is rsfommcqded as a follow-on effort. 
A Static Feed Water Electrolysis Utiitired CorelCompos~te concept was developed and tested. Thls concept, whlch 
combines a number of components w~thin the statis feed water electrolysis cell into a single, dkcrete unitized core, 
demonstrated the capability of withstanding differential pressures in excess of 21 0 kPa (30 psid) and, although not required 
for baselineoperation, demonstrated static feed water electrolysiscell operational capabilities at differential pressures up to 
85 kPa (1 2 psid). This composite cell design is projected to further simplify and improve the operational reliabilityof future Ox- 
ygen Generation Subsystems. 
A Static Feed Water Electrotysls Module whlch requires no electrolyte in the etatic feed compartment was successfully 
demonstrated. This concept, whlch permits the feed water to double as the cell coolant and was initially developed and 
tested 8t the single-cell level under the previousContlact, is part of the continuing evolutioq towards significant reduction of 
future Oxygen Generation Subsystem complexity. 
A technique to eliminate the use of nitrogen gas durlng the standby operating mode of a water electrolysis subsystem was 
evnluated and demonstrated. This alternate purgelpressurization technique copsisted of the intermittent application of a 
low-level current to generate sufficient oxygen and hydrogen gas to offset pressure decays brought about by gas diffusion 
through the gas separator matrix and subsequent hyarogenloxygen recombination effects. A SO0 mAcurrent applied to a 
Static Feed Water Electrolysis Module in cycles of three minutesonlfour minutesoff effectivelymaintained hydrogen andox- 
ygen differential pressures and s~bsystern pressure at acceptable levels without the use of nitrogen gas. Evaluation of this 
technique under full subsystem cyclic operating conditions is recommended as a tallow-on effort. 
The key praqram accompll~hments were as follows: 
Refurbished th9 WS-1 oxygen generatlon subsystem and successfully demonstrated a total of 2,980 hrs of normal 
operation. 
Ach~eved sustained one-person level oxygen generatio? performance with statesf-the-art cell voltages averaglq 
1.61 Vat 206 mAlcm: (1 91 ASF)for anaperating ter~peratureof 326 K (1 28 F)(equivalent 13 1.51 Vwhen normalized to 
355 K (1 80 F)). 
Endurance tested the 3-Fluld Pressure Controller for 8,650 h n  and succmstully demonstrated the reliable perfor- 
mance capabllitles. 
Deslgned and devetopd a Water Electrotysis Subsystem Fluid Control Assembly and demonstrated performance 
capabilities and reliability, Included was fabrication of two Fluid Control Assemblies and "esign and fabrication oi a 
Water Electrolysis Subsystem Flcrid Control Assembly test stand and assaclared Test Support Accessories. 
Developad and demonstrated at both the single cell and module levels a stnti: feed water electrobflb unltlzed 
corelcomposite cell that provides expanded differential pressure tolerance capability, a key step in significantly iq- 
creasing the simplicity and reliability of future Oxygen Generation Subsy@t*-,-, "nits. 
Fabricated and evaluated a feed water electrolyte elimination five-cell module. Included was the deslgn and fabrlcatbn 
of a multl-functional high pressurelhigh temperature test stand and associated Test Support Accessories. 
Successfully evaluated and demonstrated a water electrolysis module prer wriration technlque which ca-I be used in 
place of nitrogen gas during the standby mode of operation to malntain sys.em pressure and Jlfferentia' pressures. 
INTRODUCTION 
Regenerative procetms for the revltallratlon of spacecraft atmospheres are essential for maklng long-term manned space 
missions possible. An important step in this overall process is the qeneration of oxygen (O?) for metebollc consumption 
through the electrolysis of water. The by-product hydrogen (ti2) is (1sed to regenerate water from expired carbon dioxide 
(CO2).c1, The water is then electrolyzed to generate add;t~onal 02, etc. 
An Oxygen Generation Subsystem (OGS) based on the static feed wfiter electrolysis(SFWE) concept and u~in(l an alkaline 
electrolyte has been recognized as a dosigncapable of effictent, reliable O2 generation with few subsystem components. 
The static feed concept has evolved over the past 15 years under National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) 
and Life Syetema, Incorporated. 
This report presents the test results and assoclated development work on the self-contained OGS. The subsystem, termed 
the WS-1, generates 0.82 kgld (1.81 Ibld) of 02, equivalent to the metabolic needs of one person. This subsystem, the first 
complete self-contained SFWE subsystem, enables projection of static feed techqology-based hardware for future 
spacecraft applicat~ons, such as that needed for the Space Operations Center (SOC). 
The technological concepts and prlor performance on which the present subsystem Is based are described below. 
Strtlc Food Wrtu Eloctrolyalo Coneopt 
Detailed descriptions of the static feed process, its theory of opctratlon and Its performance have been discussed previous- 
1y.C 3 # 4 )  The following subsections briefly summarize the subsystem and cell level concepts and the electrochemical reac- 
tions involved. 
BIIC Procaoo. Wlthln a water electrolysis cell, water is broken apart into Its component elements by supplying electrons to 
the H2 at a negatively c'rarged electrode (cathode) and removlng electrons from the O2 at a posltlvely charged electrode 
(anode). The half-cell reactions are as follows for water electrolysis cells using ar? alkaline electrolyte: 
At the anode: 
20H- = 1 1202 + 28- + H20 
(1) These result In the overall reactbn of: 
Electrical Energy + H@ 
= HZ + 1 12 0 2  + Heat 
(2) 
(1) Superscripted numbers in parenthesis are citations of references listed at the end of this report. 
ThoStrtlc FdWatutloctrdy8la C.II.Theextent to whlch these reactions can be used for practlcalOllHlgemration is, 
however, highly dependent on cell technology. Flgure 1 is a functlonal schematc of a SFWE cell In~tlally, both the water feed 
cavrty and the cell matrix hatee equal concentrat~onsof electrolyte Aselectrcal power 1s supplled to theeluctrodes, water IS 
electrolyzed from :he cell matrlx creatlng a concentration gradlent between the oloctrolyte ~n the water feed cavlty and the 
electrolyte In the Cell matrlx Water vapor d~ffuses from the water feed matrix Into the cell matrlw due to th~s gradtent Con- 
sumptlon of water from the water feed cavity results In ~ t s  tatlc replen~shment from anexternal water supply tank Major ad- 
vantages are that: 
1 . No w i n g  parts are required slnce the water feed mechanism Is entlrely passive and self-regulatinq based upon the 
demands of the electrolyzer. 
2. No liquidlgas separators are needed. 
3. Virtually no feed water pretreatment Is needed, because contact between the liquld feed wator and the cell elec- 
trodes does not occur, thus preventing feed water contaminants from poisoning the electrode catalyst. 
These features contribute to simple operation and long llfe. As shown In Figure 1, waste heat generated by the elec- 
trochemical reaction is removed by the liquid coolant circulating through a compartment adjacent to the 02generatbn cavl- 
ty. The N2 purge, not used durlng normal cell operation, pressurizes and depressurizes the cell during startup and shut- 
down,respectively. It is also use0 to malntain pressure during the standby nlode. 
Subsystem Cormpt 
The baslc cells are combined with supporting components to form the subsystem. A functional schematic of a statlc feed 
water electrolys~s-based OGS is shown In Figure 2. The mechanical portior, of the subsystem consists prlncipelb of three 
components. an electrochemical module, a Coolant Control Assembly (CCA) and a Three-Fluid Pressure Controller (3-FPC). 
The CCA and 3-FPC are special componentsdcveloped for use with a ~tat ic feed OGS. The module consistsof a serieqof in- 
div~dual electrochem~cal cells stacked fluidically In parallel and connected electrically in series to form the Static Feed Water 
Electrolysts Module (SFWEM). Oxygen and H2 are generated in the SFVJFM from water sllpplied by the water supply tank. 
The CCA (1) supplles a constant flow of controlled, var~able temperature llquid coolant to the SFWEM, (2) proportions the. 
coolant flow between a by-pass ana a liquidlliquld heat exchanger, and (3) accommodates tem~erature-induced volume 
changes In the coolant. The 3-FPC (1) maintains the absolute pressure of the subsystem, (2) controls the pressure differen- 
tials required to establish and maintain llquidlgas interfaces withln the individual cells, and (3) controls pressurization and 
depressurization of the subsystem during mode transitions (e.g., start-ups and shutdowns). 
An automatic ControllMonitor lnstr~mentation (CIM I) unit supplies current to the electrolysis modulo and regulates end 
monitors the performance of the entire subsystem. Additionally, a Water Electrolys~s Sub~ystem Fluid Control Assembly 
(WES FCA) has been designed for integration into the OGS. This lightweight, Line Replaceable Unlt replaces 18 additional 
fluid-handling components (valves, pressure transducers, etc.) which control and monitor OGS water and nltrogen purge 
gas supplles and pressures. 
State~of~tho~Art CdI Performarm Brae 
The key performance-indicating parameter of an OGS Is the volttige of the lndlvidual cells, because the p e r  requlred :o 
produce O2 at a givon rate is directly proportional to that voltage. 
Oxygen Generation Subsystem development activitiesat LSI resulted in substantial improvements In operating cell volteges 
at practical current density levels. These reductions were achieved primarily by reducing the overvoltage at the Op-evolvlng 
electrode (anode). Operation with i m ~ r ~ ~ e d  anodes was previously characterited at cell and module levels.(4) 
These results provlded a deslgn basis for the cells of the WS-1 module. 
The primary objectives of the subject program were to: 
1. Demonstrate SFWE-based OGS reliability and acceptability through endurance testing of the one-person capacity 
OGS (the WS-1) and its product gaslfeed water pressure controller (3-FPC). 
2. Deslgn, fabricate and evaluate a FluldControl Assembly (FCA)which demonstrates simplificrrtionof the OGS through 
the grouping of individual fluid handling components into a single unit. 
3. Demonstrate electrolysis cell performance reproducibility through a unitized corelcomposite cell development. 
4. Demonstrate, at the module level, the simpliflcatlonot the OGS'swater feed mechanism and N2purge pressurlzetion 
requirements. 
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End l t m a  
The folWing end items were da.elopd as a result of the 8ut;ect program rctlvities 
1. Oxygbn Generation Subsystem (WS-1) endurance test data. 
2. Three-Fluid Pressure Controller (3-FPC) endurance test data. 
3. Two (2) Water Electrolysis Subsystem Fluid Control Assemblies (WES r:CAs). 
4.  A static feed water electrolysis unitized c o r e l c o ~ i t e  cell design and single-cell and six.cell module test results 
5. A foed water elmtrotyte elimination sixtel l  module and test results 
6. A concept for the alternate purgelpressurization of a static feed water electrolvsis module operating in the standby 
mode and technique demonstrat~on test results. 
7. Test suppart accessorieo to evaluate the WE8 FCA and the feed water electrolyte elimination module, including a 
b C S  FCA test stand and a hlgh temperaturelhlgh pressure test Stand. 
8. 0ocuo.rntatlon of the progless and resulh of tne effort. 
Roport Olgmitcltlon 
The WS-1 Subsystem endurance test results are presented following a review and discussion of the O2 generation sub- 
system des~gn an0 major components. A discussion ot the 3-FPC and its endurance test results are then presented 
Related advanced techno agyeWoftS are then discussed, including development of the WES FCA, development of the statlc 
foed water electrolysis unltized corelcam~osite Cell, feed water electrolyte elimination SIX-cell codule testing and alternate 
purgelpressurlzat~on tecllnlque demonstrat~on. Flnaily, a mlnl-Product Assurance effort lnstltuted dur~ng the progrdm IS 
described briefly, followecl by concluslon~dfawn from the subject effort, recommendat~ons tcr futureeffortsand references 
c~ted In the text 
nNE*PEilb OXYOEN CICNERATlON SUBSYSTEM (WS-1) ENDURANCE TEST 
The first se:tlonof this chtptar revlew thedeJgnobjectivesfor the WS-1 and ~megeneralcharacteristlcsthat apply to the 
overall .;ubt:ystem. This is I 3ilowed by brief reviews and discussions of the the MechanlcallElectrochemical Assembly (MIE 
A), the CIM I, the test sl~pp. rt accessories and, finally, the WS-1 endurance test program. 
Rodow d WS-1 Subayatom Deal~n 
Thm c;',,raIl Subsystem dasi(n is shown pictorially in Figure 3 and schematicaliyin Figure 4. Table 1 lists the WS-1 deslgn 
specif:cations. The MIE A cor tains the water electrolysis module and all supporting fluid handling components, including the 
3-FP3, a CCA, solenoid valws, etc. The CIM I controis all operations of the MIEA and provides for monitoring of cr~tical 
parameters. Therefore, as shown in F~gure 4, these two arsemblies are interac'we. 
The NS-1 has four different opsrating modes as illustrated in Figure 5 and defined in Tsble 2. Nine different transitions be- 
twec n the operational mode arc oermlssible and programmed Into the CIM I. 
9ovlow of M ~ a n l c a l l E l ~ t r o c ~ m l c a l  Aasombly 
Ths MIE A of a SFWE Subsystem bras described generally in Figure 2. Specifically, the MIE Aof the WS-1 is illustratw pic- 
tl~rially In Figure 6 and ~cnernatica~ly in Figure 7. ils we~ght and power requirements are listed in Tables 3 and 4. 
Figure 7 illustrates the functionsof th 9variouscomponents. The electrochemical module, shown in Figure 8, is liquid-cooled 
uslng the CCA. Waste heat ot the SFVIEM is rejected through the C\:Acoalant to an external liquid coolant loop vla a liquidlli- 
qu~d heat exchanger. Product bas prcjssures and the water supp:y tank and CCA accumulator reference pressures are con- 
trolled .,y a 3-FPC The feed water is c:yclicaily replenished through automatic tilling of the water supply tank. No feed water 
pump is needed, becAuse the tank iscepressurized during filling and spacecraft water supply pressure(typicaily 207 kpal10 
psia)) is sufficient to fill the tank in 10s;; tha: m e  minute. 
A deionizer cartridge is included In the water supply line to remove dissolved carbon dioxide (C02). A safety N2 purge is in- 
cluded, with flow rates fixed by oriflcec~. 
Water Elocttolyais Module 
As described previously, the water electrolysis cells are the heart of the subsystem. The module for the WS-1, previousl~~ 
shown in Figure 8, is comprisedof dx sta!e-of-thfl-~rt SFWE cells.The assembled module weighs 25.5 kg (56 Ibs), using non- 
optimized end plates. The weight of each cell is 0.71 kg (1.56 Ibs). For purposesof scale-up, th~smeans 4.3 kg (9.4 1bs)of cell 
hardware are required to produce the m9tabolic 0 2  required by one person. 
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TABLE 1 WS-1 DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS 
Hz Generatlon Rate, kgld (IWd) 
O2 Generation Rate, kgld (IMd) 
Operating Pressure Range, kPa (psla) 
Operating Temperature Range, K (F) 
Pressure Differentials (max.), kPa (psld) 
O2 to Hz 
Hz to H20 
Performance ( 9 0.005), V per Cell 
At 108 mAIcm2 (100 ASF) 
At 162 mA/cm2(150 ASF) 
At 324 mNcrn2 (300 ASF) 
Water Supply 
Pressure, kPa (psla) 
Temperature, K (F) 
Coolant 
Fluid 
Pressure, kPa (psla) 
Temperature, K (F) 
Water Feed Mechanism 
Active Cell Area, cml (ft2) 
Electrical Power, V 
DC 
AC 
Purge Supply 
Type Gas 
Pressure, kPa (pqla) 
Packaging 
Style 
Volume (MechanlcallElectrochemical), ma (ft3) 
Volume (ElectricallElectronic), m3 (ftg 
Weight (MechanicallElectrical), kg (Ib) 
Allowable Downtime, h 
Duty Cvcle 
Water 
205 (30) 
322 (1 20) 
Static 
93 (0.1 0) 
22 
1 15M00 (400 Hz, 3 Phase) 
115 (60 Hz, 1 Phase) 
f 
A B C D  Nomlal 
1 1 4 1  
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FIGURE 5 WS-1 MODES AND ALLWABLE MODE TRANSITIONS 
TABLE 2 WS-1 OPERATING MODES AND UNPOWERED MODE DEFINITIONS 
Mode (Code) 
- 
Definition 
Shutdown (B) The WS-1 Is not generating O2 and H2. Module current Is zero and the system Is depressur- 
lzed and at amblent temperature. All valves are deactivatd except the N2 purge valves 
V4 and V5. The subsystem is powered and all sensors are working. The Shutdown Mode Is 
called for by: 
Manual actuation 
Low H20 Feed Pressure 
High WEM Temperature 
High Subsystenl Pressure 
Low Subsystem Pressure 
High WEM Cell Voltage 
Low WEM Cell Voltage 
Power on reset (POR) from Unpawered Mode (0) 
Mode transition from Shutdown Mode (8) to Normal (A), Standby (E), or Purge (C) was 
not successful. All transitions to the Shutdown Mode except POR and Purge include 
a timed purge sequence as part of the mode transition sequence. 
Normal (A) The WS-1 Is performing Its tunctlon of generating 0, at the onapemon rate. 171s sub8ystem 
(ContinuouslCycllc) is at temperature and pressure. The Normal Mode is called for by: 
Manual actuatlon 
Incomplete transition from Normal (A) to Standby (E) Mode 
The WS-1 can operate contlnuoualy or cyclically. 
Standby (€1 The WS-1 Is ready to generate H2 and 02. The subsystem Is pawered and all valves am at 
running posltlon except the N2 purge valves V4 and V5, which are open to malntaln sub 
system pressure. The module current Is off. The standby Mode is called for by: 
Manual actuation 
Incomplete transition from Standby (E) to Normal (A) Mode 
Purge (C) The WS-1 Is belng purged wlth N2 through the gas llnes and compartmente. Module cumnt 
Is off and the H20 Inlet valve Is closed. The subsystem is at low pressure and the tempera- 
ture is amblent. This is a contlnuous purge until a new mode Is called. The Purge Mode is 
called for by: 
Manual actuation 
Unpowered (0) No electrical power Is applied to the WS-1. Actuator posltlons can only be verlfled visually. 
There will be no water flow. There will be N2 purge flow unless the TSA has a shutoff valve 
to control the N2 feed. The Unpowered MMe is called for by: 
Manual actuatlon (clrcult breakerln TSA) 
Electrical Power tallure 
CIM I failure as detected by the external Supplementary Shutdown Controller. 
FIGURE 6 WS-1 MECHANICAUELECTROCHEMICAL ASSFdBLY 
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TABLE 3 WS-1 COMPONENT CHARACTERISTICS 
Weight, 
Component kp (I b) 
SFWEM 25.5 (56.0)(*) 
Water Feed Tank 3.4 (7.5) 
Heat Exchanger 0.7 (1.5) 
CCA 4.2 (9.3) 
Power, W Heat Rejection, 
AC OC 
-- w- 
- ?05(b) 36 
Ancillary Components and 
Peckaging 6.8 (15.0) - 16 18 
-- 
Total 47.5 (1 n4.4) 20 24 1 92 
(a) An 11.4 kg (25.0 Ib) reduction Is possible using otrte-of-the-art honeycomb endplatem. 
(b) lncludlng losses due to 85% power conversion efficiency. 
TABLE 4 WS-1 TOTAL EQUIVALENT WEIGHT FOR 
SPACECRAFT APPLiCATlON 
Flxed Hardware Welght, kg (lb) 47.5 (104.4) 
Power PenaltyJW kg (Ib) 
AC 
DC 
Heat Relection Penalty,w kg (Ib) 13.9 ( 30.5) 
Total, kg (Ib) 132.3 (291.3) 
(a) Babdd on 0.322 kg/W (0.710 IbMI) power penalty for AC power and 
0.268 kgMl(0.590 IWW) for DC power. 
(b) Based on 0.198 kgMl(0.436 IWW) heat mrsjectlon penalty for rejection 
directly to cabin air and 0.083 kglW (0.184 IMW) !or rejection to 'Iquld 
coolant loop. 
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Ttw8e.FluM P m a w  Controllor 
The 3-FPC, dewlaped to meet tho fluid and premre control requirements of a SFWEM, has five fluid Interfaceu: H2 and O2 
inlets, Hz and O2 outlets and the pressure reference to the water feed tank and the CCA. All other fluid c~~nnoctons are 
manifolded internally. The 3-FPC includea the sensors and actuators necessary tocontrol and monltor fluid s9solute and dif- 
ferent~al pressures during all opsrating modes, including both steady state and cyclic operation and star'ups and shut- 
downs. The 3-FFC ~ncorwreted into the WS-1 subsystem IS an improved verslon developed durlnq the previous contractual 
effort This device is discussed in more detail in the 3-FPC endurance test chapter. 
Cadrnt Contd AaumMy 
The CCA was dewbped to m e t  the temOerature control need8 of the SRNEM and other Ilquld-t:ooled electrochemical 
modules while r~iinimiring the Subsystem cornplexlty.~~)The CCAcombines, in a single-integrated amembly, the sensars and 
actuators necessary 1s maintall1 a constant, preset module temperst~re despits varying heat loads of the module. The CCA 
contams a motor, a pump, a motor- actuated mixing valve, an accumulator to compensate for coolant expansion and con- 
tract~on and sensors to register the speed of the pump and the position of the mixlng valve. The three prlmary mechanical 
components-the pump, valve and acci~m~rlator-were shnwn schctmatlcally in Flgure 7. 
It can be men that the CCA has four lQuM Interface connectbns: to and from the SFWEM and to and from the heat ex- 
changer. The CCA regulates temperature of the module by varying the ratk, of coolant flow through the heat exchanger to 
that through an internal bypass. Both the purnp motor and the valve positioning motor can be easily replaced wlthout br13p.cc- 
ing into a l~quid Ilne, thereby promoting comwnent maintsnanco. 
Ancillary Compomnta 
The ancillary components canalst ewentlalty of a deionlzer to removeC02 from the water (to p r m n t  carbonate formatbn In 
the basic electrolyte of the module), a water supply tank to feed water to the SFWEM at operating pressul e, seven solenoid' 
valves to control system operation, a Ilquidlliqcid heat exchanger and standard temp?. ature and pressure sensors. No con- 
drtnsorlseparatorsare required, since expansion from theoperating pressureof :he qasproduct to ambient pressure lowers 
the dewpoint sufficiently to eliminate condensatbn. Additiorally, the static water feed principal eliminates the need for water 
feed circulating pumps. Finally, cooling of the product gases during expansion and temwrature eauillb~atbn in tha s u b  
system are sutt~c~ent to eliminate exchangers. 
M o w  of ContrdlMonltor lrntnmmtrtlan 
A minicomputer-based inatrumentation hardware ~rovides for parameter control, automatic mode and mde transitbn con- 
trol, automatic shutdown for self-protaction, monitoring of subsystem parameters and interfacing with data acquisition 
facilities. Life Systems' standard development instrumentation package, plogrammable to perform these functions, was us- 
ed. The unit is illustrated in Figures 3 and 9. Figure 10 isa bloc~dlagram of the interactivesections and interfaces.Thedesign 
characteristics are listed in Table 5. 
Qonoml Oncriptlan 
The CIM I receives from or tranamltssignals to the MIE Arrensors and actuators. Through these It controls and monitors sub- 
system pressures, flow rates, temperatures, voltages, current8 andvalve positions in each operating mode (shown in Figure 
5 and described in Table 2). It implements each mode as initiated automstically or manually and provides fail-safe opera- 
tional chancjes to protect the subsystem if malfunctions occur. 
Internally, process operating mode control Includes selection of different unlt processes, selection of v a k  poeltions, m- 
quencirlg of valve pasitions, sequencing of actuators and checking parametric conditions as a transition proceeds. This p r e  
cedure is fully automated by the CIM I so that the operator only needs to press the Mode Change request buttons to initiate 
transition sequences. 
The hardware and software design permits raal-time communlcatlon between the operator and the MI€ A. On the opera- 
torlsuhsystsm interface side, the CIM I provides the operator a front panel with a keyboard and a cathode ray tube (CRT) 
display designed to accept operator commands and display subsystammessa~es, respectively. On the process side, an 
analog and digital interface board is used for communication between t!te minicomputor and the sensors and actuatorsof 
the subsystem. A static trend analysis is included that compares parameter readings with setpoints thd! indicate Caution, 
Warning, and Alarm thresholds. Visual displays indicating whether a parameter is in the Normal. Caution, Warning or Alarm 
range are provided on the front panel. 
Control algorithmslconcepts are defined for specific subsystem parameters and sequences. Module cur rent, module tem- 
perature, subsystem pressure, product gas pressure differentials and 3-FPC temperature are controlled to pre-set va:ues 
using closed loop, feedback controls. Critical subsystem parameters are selected for vonitoring to provide for automatic 
O~ratorlSyntem 
Interfaces 
DOdl~ted - 
Keyboard 
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TABLE 5 WS-1 CONTROCIMONITOR INSTRUMENTATION 
DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS 
Dlmenslons (0 x W x HI, cm (In) 
Wslght, kg (Ib) 
Power Input, W 
Power Consumption, W 
Llne Voltage, V 
Line Frequency, Hz 
Input Sensor Slgnal Range, VDC 
Output Actuator Slgnal Range, VDC 
Processor 
Type of Computer 
Word Size, Blts 
Memory Size, K Words of Core 
Memory Speed, ns 
lnstructlon Cycle Tlme, nu 
110 Transfer Rate, Megaword818 
Other Important Features 
InputlOutput 
Number of Analog Inputs 
Number of Analog Outputs 
Number of Digital Inputs 
Number of Digital Outputs 
Front panel 
Command Inputs 
Message Dlsplay 
Display CRT Capacity, Characten 
Number of Manual Overrides 
Operatlng Modes 
Numher of Operating Modes 
Number of Allowable Mode Transition8 
Number of Normal Mode Duty Cycles 
53.3 x 53.3 x 71.3 
(21 x 21 x 28.0) 
102 (225) 
71 2 
522 
115,l Phase 
400 and 30 
0 to5  
0 to 5 
CAI LS1.2m) Mlnlcomputer 
16 
16 
1 2 0  
150 
1.67 
Real Tlme Clock 
DMA Channels 
Hardware MultlplylOlvlde 
Stack processing 
Automatic and Blocked IK) 
Power Fall Restart 
Push Button Cwltches 
Color-Coded lndlcaton and CRT Dlsplay 
1,920 (80 x 24) 
13 
shurdawn for ~If-pr~tnCtiOn. Shutdown I?veIs were &elected tor above andlor below nominal aperatlng values. Only 
temperatures and pressures ate riunltored durlng othe. than normal operation and during Selected mode trnnslttons. 
Sattwrn 
The wttware manages the entlre oparatbn of theCIM I as s % w n  In Flgurc 11. The Power-Fallure Control resets the system 
condtt~ons when power IS applied to the CIM I. The Real- Tim9 Executive (RTE), drlven by the real-time clock, isdesigned to 
execute different proqrams In a trmely fashion, f he Front Pan&' Commad Handler allows theoperator to c --rnljnlcato with 
the system through the front panel buikns. The Operating Mac? control ,r destgnod '0 resolve all mode change requests In 
the system. Mode change requests. elfher manually gfmeratel cr syste.n, are checked by ttrn W r t t i n g  Mode Control 
module The M ~ 3 e  Transition Control modules provlde the neccssaiy transitton sequences irom one mrattng mode to 
another. The Process Parameter Control and Monttor routtnes, wl,~ch rnclude open-loop program control, feedback onlotl 
control, superv~sory control. feedback proportlonal control and feedback proportlonal, inteqral and differential control, a,e 
des~gned for specific applicationsand Operates under the ATE to malntaln the parameters wlthln spoclhed ranges. The Fault 
Detect~on and Trend Analysls detects symptoms of component fallures through sen.wrs whlch are incorporated to monctor 
the key parametersof the system. When a parameter reaches a certain limit, thesystem shutsdown toprevent any further ~ r .  
revers~ble damages. Normal, Cautlon, Warnlng and Alarm Indicators are provided on the front panel. Tha I~\put/Outp~t 
modules are under the RTE control. The input rout~ne readsalldata from the Analog to OlgitalConverter (A0C)channels and 
places them into the input buffer, the output routine t~ansfers all the data In the output buffer to the output channels of the 
digital(110) interface. The OAS Handler provides for external Communication with a data acquisition and reduction system 
for monitoring of process var~ables. 
R d e w  of Toat Suppart Accoa~orloa 
TPe CIM I subsystem of the WS-1 prwldes 8 large ~ r l e t y  of parametric readouts In addition to controlling all aspects of the 
MI€  Aperformance. Other test lupport accessoriesflSA)lnclude a Data Acquisitlonand Reduction ~ y s t e m ( 0 ~ ~ ~ ) t o p e r m l t -  
automatic recording of performance parameters and auxiliary equipment to supply and monitor fluids and pOw~i  to the sub 
system and provide redundant monitortng of certain key operational parameters. The required components are illustrated 
pictorially in Figure 12 and schematically In Figdre 13. The DARS, developed under Life Systems' IRAD Programs und made 
available for automated data storage and retrieval during thls test program, provides data refrleval, scaling and formal 
prpsentatlon by means of analog-to-dlgital converters, a mlntcomputer, dual diskette data storage and both CRT and line- 
<'Inter readouts. The OARS IS capable ot recording data from up to 32 analog parametric inputs. The pariod between data 
sampling and storage can be adjusted from betwe:*n one second to 18 hours. Use of the OARS permits unaftend~d evalua- 
tion of the WS-1 and subsequent cost-effective retrieval and reduction of data. The fluid si~pply TSAincludes. a PI rified water 
source (water tank, feed pumpand pressure gauge); a N2 purge supply, including a Nq pressure gauge; a coolant supply tank 
and pump, gauges for measuring O2 presstlra and 021H2 differential pressure at the module; and a soap bubble flow meter 
for Checkinq O2 and H20utputs. Electrtcal TH .includes power supplies and analog meters for independent monitoring of in- 
dividual cell voltages, module voltage and module current. 
Test Program 
The test program conslsted of subsystem refutblshment actlvlties, a brief subsystem checkout and endurance testing. The 
testing included 124 days of accumulated operqtlon. A discussion of the test activities follows. 
Subayrtom R e t ~ l s h m m t  
The WS-1 subsystem refurbishment actlvitles undertaken prlor to lnltlatlon of endurance testlng are listed In Table 6. 
Checkout testing 
Checkout Testing ~f the WS-: was performed Inltlally. Thls phase of the testlng program included callbratbns, mechanical 
and electrical integrity checks, and verification that components and subassemblies uvt!~re correctly integrated and refur- 
bishment activities were satisfactcrlly completed. 
Endutanco Teatlng 
During endurance testing, the subsystem performance was obsewedover 2.980 hrs(appr0ximately 124 days)of cumulative 
operation. The design O2 production rate of 0.82 kglday (! .81 Ibslday) at 206 mAlcm2 (1 91 ASF) was verified. The low waste 
heat available in the module ar ti% desior! current density was insufficient to maintain the design operating temperature of 
339 K (1 50 F) because of 'ligh cell efficiency (i.0.. low cell voltage). A steady-state average operating temperaiure of 326 K 
(1 28 F) wasattained at an ambient tempera!ureot 294 K (70 F). r3-ll voltagesat thess conditions averaged 1.61 V, as shown in 
Figure 14, virtually corres~nding to the state-at-the-srt perforn,snce previously reported. During the course of the en- 
durance test program, eiaht subsystem shutdowns occurred (not ir,cluding the final subsystem shutdown at test comple- 
tion). These are indicated tlumer~cally on Figure 14. The shutdown descriptions and the actions taken are shown in Table 7. 
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TABLE 6 WS-1 PRE-ENDURANCE TEST REFURBISHMENT ACTIVITIES 
1. Vleually Inspected the 3wFPC valve seats, notlng no deterloration, and replaced the AP and uystem pressure 
diaphragms. 
2. Replaced the "0" rings In both the Hi and O2 subystem purge solenold valves to ellmlnata rnternal to exter- 
nal leaks wlthln the valas. 
3. Recalihmted the subystem pressure transducers. 
4. Recharm the module. 
5. Replaced faulty relay8 (In the CIM I) controlllng the Coolant Control Assembly dlverter valve. 
6. Modlfled the software to p m n t  current changes durlng a water 1111, thereby malntalnlng conutant gas flows 
through the 3-FPC. 
7. Reloaded the software program Into the CIM I. . 

TABLE 7 WS-1120-MY ENDURANCE TEST SHUTDOWN UST 
Total Continuous 
Shutdown Operating Openting Oown 
No. time, h !Ime, h Shutdown Symptom Shutdown ClusdActlon Taken Tlrne, d 
1 520 520 Low system pressure Premature wear of regulator 0.1 
dlaphragm; diaphragm retplmd Md 
test resumed 
2 880 380 Noneapprrent Computer shutdown due to mftware 3.0 
fallure. Sottware amcrly not 
determlned. Softw~re reloaded and 
testing restarted. 
3 1 lm 158 None apprrent Computer CRT dlsply lnconslstent 0.1 
wlth actual parameter values. 
Recurrent softwars anomaly caused 
CIM I shutdown. Sottware set polnta 
rrodlfid, program reloaded and test 
restarted. 
4 1,320 232 ErrorinCIffi I Undetermlned software anomaly 0.5 
Real Tlme Executive caused fallure of tlmely execution of 
software programs. The Supplemm- 
tary Shutdown Controller (SSC) shut 
down the subsystem. CIM I circult 
boards were replaced, the software 
was reloaded and testlng was 
restarted. 
5 1,415 M Hlgh cell voltage Unexpected deterlontlon of O-ring In 1 .O 
H2 regulat~r permitted excess Q O ~  
flow. O-ring replaced with 0-rlng mado 
of EPR. Module recharged and test 
restarted. 
6 1,453 38 High cell voltagw Relays on t ha CIM I Fault Aday Borrd 17.0 
(btone0~8 Slgnal) failed due to excessive wear, resulting 
in tranernlsslon of a "maximum 
voltage" signal for the cell voltages. 
The relays were replaced. A falled nlco 
processor between the CIM I and t ?e 
DARS was also discovered and 
replaced. Testing was restarted. f@ 
7 2,028 575 Noneappnrsnt CIM I memory board fallure caused 
SSC to shut down subsystem. The 
memory board was replaced, the 
program reloaded and testing 
restarted. 
8 2,640 012 Power intemptloo Buildlng power fallure. Software 
reloaded and testing restarted. 
- - 
a. At mtart, it w r r  notlced that S M M  APa were not acceptable. Disassembly of the module 
m a l e d  damage to the cell matdces and cell housings. An evaluatlort lndlcated that durlng the relay 
board fallure, the water feed solmold opened. This caused an abrupt change in the dlfferentlal 
pressures between the cell water feed, hydrogen and oxygen cavltles, rupturing the gas separator 
matrices and resulting In localized damage to the cell frames. The spar6 NEM was Installed and the 
testl;lg resumed. Addltlon of a check valva butween the water feed solenold and the water deionlzer 
cartlldg~ was evaluated as a measure to prevent future slmilar oc-. ,urrences. 
The WS-1 endurance test resultsverlfled WS-1 subsystem performance and reliahllity. Moduleoperating voltages remained 
constant, and after 124 days, subsystem components exhibited no major deficiencies or life-limiting characteristics. Wear 
experienced on components was as expected for subsystem operating conditions, with the exception of unanticipated 
deterioration experienced on one H p  regulator diaphragm and one 0-rinq (shutdown Nos. 1 and 5). These were isolated, 
premature part failures and we:e not considered to be indicative of overall MIE A performance, caprrbility or limitattons. 
Other shutdowns, as noted, were CIM I related. It is concluded, therefore, that the evaluation demonstrated successful per- 
formancs and reliability characteristics of the WS-1 end provides a strong basis for subsequent development of a 
preprototype-level subsystem. 
IMPROVED THREE=FLUlD PRESSURE CONTROLLER ENDURANCE TEST 
Two improved 3-FPC units were fabricated and assembled during the previous contractual effort. One unlt was installed on 
the WS-1 subsystem and the other unit was used for independent evaluation. Thischapter discusses the resultsof extended 
endurance testing of the independent evaluation unit. 
Background 
The previously developed improved 3-FPC Is shown pictorially In Flgure 15 and schematically In Figure 16. The 3-FPC was 
developed to meet the unique fluid and pressure control requirements of a SMEM. It cor~trols and monitors fluid levels and 
differentials during all operating modes, including both steady-state and cyclic operation and startups and shutdowns. The 
3-FfT includes three pressure transducers (one absolute, two differential), three pressure regulators, three Regulator Posi- 
tion Indicators (RPI), four electric heaters(wired in parallel)and a thermistor in a single unit. The physical characteristitsand 
operating conditions are shown in Table 8. 
Functionally, the 3-FPC pressurizes the feed water and product H2 and 0 2  of the SWES. During startup and shutdown, the 
subsystem pressure is ramped between ambient and operating levels. At all times, the differential pressure between H2 and 
O2 streams and the water feed stream are controlled to ensure proper subsystem performance. Pressures are sensed by in- 
ternal pressure transducers and controlled by motor-driven regulators. The 3-FFC is internally heated to prevent condensa- 
tlon from occurring. 
A test stand wasdeveloped for the characterization and endurance testing of the 3-FPC. The test stand enablesoperation of 
the 3-FFC under varioussimulated OGSoperating modes and conditions. The test stand isshown pictorially in Figure 17 and 
schematic~llly in Figure 18. High pressure bottled air,compressed air or N2can beusedt0 simulate the flow of O2 through the 
3-FFC; high pressure H2, N20r air can be used to simulate the flow of H2through the 3-FFC.The test stand includesa 3-FPC 
electronic Controller, shown in the center csf Figure 17. This electronic Controller simulates the 3-FPC control portion of an 
OGS CIM I. The front panel of the electronic Cantroller provides readouts of the three pressures and adjustments of the 
pressure control set mints,An Actuator Exerciser, shown in the upper right corner of Figure 1 7, was developed to simulate 
OGS operating mode changes. The Actuator Exerciser controls the opening and closing of solenoid valves on the test stand 
in a timed sequence and simulates the shutdown, standby, normtil, purge and water fill portions of OGS operation. 
Test Program 
Over 1,200 hours of parametrlc and endurance testing wero accumulated on the impraved 3-FPC during the previous con- 
tractual effort. The current test program, an extended endurance test, consisted of cycles of slmulated startup, operation at 
constant pressure, simulated shutdown (pressure decay) and water fill cycles. An evaluation was made of the controller's 
capability to maintain constant pressure differentials at varying system reference pressures. A typical test cycle for !he 
3-FPC endurance testlng is shown i r ~  Figure 19. 
Pro-Endunnca ~ o s t  Actlvltles 
The following actkities were completed prior to initiation of the extended endurance testing. A heater circuit was added to 
Ine 3-FPC electronic controller to provide for heating of the 3-FPC mechanical assembly, thus simulating operation with a 
WS-1 subsystem. The 3-FFC adjusting threads, diaphragms, O-rings and drive pins were inspected and were found to be in 
good condition, showing no signs of wear following the previous contractual test activities. 
Endurance Tost 
The endurance testing consisted of repeatedly cycling the 3-FPC through pressurization, operation at pressure, 
depressurization and simulated shutdown, as previously shown in Figure 19. A 70-minute total operating cycle(consisting of 
20 minutes ot pressurization, 20 minutes of operation at pressure, 20 minutes of depressurization and 10 minutes of 
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FIGURE 16 THREE-FLUID PRESSURE CONTROLLER MECHANICAL SCHEMATIC 
TABLE 0 THREE-F LUb PRESSURE CONTROLLER PHYSICAL 
CHARACTERISTICS AND OPERATING CONDITIONS 
Welght, kg (Ib) 
Volume, cmJ (Ins) 
Conf igural Ion, cm (In) 
H2 Flow Rate, kgld (Ibld) 
Nomlnal 
Range 
, O2 Flow Rate, kgld (Ibld) 
Nominal 
Range 
Subsystem Prsesum, kPa (gcrla) 
Nominal 
Range 
H2 to Subaydtm Pmsum, kPa (@Id) 
Nominal 14 (2.0) 
Range 11 to 17 (1.6 to 2.4) 
O2 to Subsystem Pmsure, kPa (psld) 
Nominal 
flange 
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simulated shutd0wn)wrs aek ted  for the endurance test Three n/plcal cycles are shown In Figure 20 C a m p r e s ~  air was 
ut~l~ted as the test gases In place of commercial bottled H, and N, thus a~oldlnq frequent and costly replacement of gas 
cylinders 
The 3.FPC wasevaluated for 8,650 haurs(7,405premur~zatlonIdepressurizatbncycles) Theendurance test data, ahawn In 
Flqure 21, was accumulated at random time intervals and at random paln:s In the pressuriza!~onldepressur~zat~on cycle to 
ver~fy slabll~ty of control of the 3-FPC regulators For thls test Program, the sptem pressure varled between a lower l~rn~t ot 
101 kPa (1 4 7 psta) and an upper llmit ot 51 5 kPa (75 psla) It can be seen thst the 3-FPC: regulators effactlvely malnta~ned 
stable H2-to-Syst0m and 02-to-System differenttal pressures 
T w  shutdownsoccurredduri~ the endurance testing. Thc first shutdown, which wa8voluntarllyinltlated, occurredapprox- 
imately 3,100 hrs into the test. At that time, the ortgtnal 3-FfC valve seats were replaced with valve seats made from a 
mater~al exh~biting better cold flow characteristics 81 WS-1 OWrating tempttralures. The second shutdown, occurring a p  
proxlmately 4,300 hrs Into the test, was the result of a premature faffureof the 3-FPCelectronic controller power s u ~  ?h/. Dur- 
ing th~s hutdown, it was noted thct the gasket materlal In the 3.FPC plunger I,ous~nq assembly had moved tram unde, wath 
its retantion washer. The gasket and washer were realigned during this shutdown. The slight perturbat~on in the differential 
pressure data at the 5,700-hr pwnt was dua to ad)uslments made in the 3-FPC electronic controller. 
Cancluslons and Roeommrtlocn 
On the basisof the extended endurance test data, the 3-FPC has Men shown to bo a vlableand reliabiedevlce for thecontrol 
of SFWES gas pressures. Suggestions for modification to improve future 3-FfCs include removal of excess body material to 
minlmlze weight and volume and relocation of the differential pressure transducers to the top of the unit from the current ln- 
stallation location on the ends of the unit. 
. 
TECHNOLO0Y AOVANCEMENT S'fOOlES 
Further improvements in subsystem slmoliflcation and rellablllty through component development and madlflcatbn are 
discussed in the following sections. 
Watu Eloctmlymla Submystom Fluld Control Aaumbly b .n lqmmt  
Control and monitoring of the flow of water, H2, N2 and 0 2  in a SFWES during steady-state operation and intermade transi- 
tions is currently performed by fourteen (1 4) dlscrete components. These function can now be accomplished by an in- 
tegrated unit, the Water Electro sis Su9system Fluid Control Assernbly (WES FCA), which weights only 4.1 kg (9.0 Ibs) and 
'3 occupies only 2,600 cm3 (1 59 in ). The relationship of these integrated components with respect to an O2 geqeration sub. 
system is shown schematlcally in Figure 22. 
The WES FCA, shown 8chematicelly in Figure 23 and pictorially in Flgure 24, is an integrationof shutoff valves, check valves, 
filters and sonsors combined into a single, Ilght-weight motor-actuated Line Replaceable Unit (LRU). This LRU replaces 
seven (7) two-way valves, three (3) orifices, bvo (2) check valves, one (1) differential pressure transducer, one (1) absolute 
pressure transducer and includes four (4) filters. Figure 25 shows a disassemhlnd view of the WES FCA. The WES FCA con- 
trols and filters the supply of through the subsystem and monitors the differe,. '1.31 pressure across the water storage tank. 
The unit also filtersand controls the supply of N2 for purging H2 and O2 from assor lafed passages in the SFWEM. AIi functions 
are controlled by acomputerizedprocesscontroller. Thedesign objectives and 1 o operating characteristics and conditions 
are given In Tables 9 and 10, respectively. The functions and advantages of this integrated unit are shown in Table 11. 
Actuation of the FCA valves is provided for by a motorized drive system with vi;ual and electronic posltlon indicators. A 
manual override andCIM I backup power, i.e., batteries, are provided to enableactustion of thevalvesduring loss of primary 
power. Filters protect specific v a h s  frcm contaminantsand are placed upstream in!he flow to thevalves.The valve position 
combinations are limited to those required for SFWES operatlon. The mode transitions and permitted valve combinations 
are shown in Table 12. 
Test Stand. Atest stand wasspeclfically fabricated for the WES FCA, both tocharacterizc~~its performance and demonstrate 
endurance. The test stand is shown in Figure 26 with the WES FCAmounted in place. The test stand mechanical schematic is 
shown in Figure 27. Water, N2 and O2 are provided so that characterization testing may proceed under normal operating 
conditions. 
WES FCA Contrdlu. An electronic Controller was designed and fabricated to monitor and control the sensors and ac- 
tuators of the WES FCA. The Controller is shown in the center of Figure 25 and, along with the WES FCA, in Figure 28. The 
Controller is a microprocessor-based unit which simulates the fuoctions of a subsystem CIM I package. 
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TABLE 9 WES FLUID CONTROL ASSEMBLY DESIGN OBJECTlVES 
Combine into a slngle unlt the following components: 
- Seven tweway valves 
- One differentlai pressure tramducer 
- One absolute pressure transducer 
- Three orifices 
- Two check va lm 
- Four filters 
Llne Replaceable Unit 
Weight, 4.1 kg (9.0 Ib) 
Volume, 2,000 cmj (159 in9 
Reduca subsystem complexity 
Implement Line Replaceable Unit (LRU)-type mounting and fluid connections 
TABLE 10 WES FLUID CONTROL ASSEMBLY OPERATING 
CHARACTERISTICS AND CONDITIONS 
Nominal 
Operatinn Interface8 
Nominal 
Point 
-- Range 
N2 Purm 
Pressure, kPa (pig) 
Temperature, K (F) 
Flow, scclmln 
- Out H2 
Pressure, kPa (pslg) 
Temperature, K (F) 
Flaw, scclmln 
-Out 0, 
~ressure, kPa (pig) 
Temperature, K (F) 
Flow, scdmln 
Water 
- Supply 
Pressure, kPa (pslg) 
Temperature, K (F) 
Flow, scclmln 
- Water Tank 
Pressure, kPa (pig) 1,205(160) 101-2,170m) 
Temperature, K (F) 322 (120) 283-3 1 1 (50-200) 
Flow, Tank FllllNormal Op., scclmln 80015 0-1,500 
- SFWEM H20 Feed 
Pressure, kPa (pslg) 
Temperature, K (F) 
Flow, scdmln 
Reference Pressure 
- Water Tank 
Pressure, kPa (pig) 
Temperature, K (F) 
Flow, scclmln 
- 3-FPCICCA 
Pressure, kPa (wig) 
Temperature, K (F) 
Flow, scc/mln 
Vent 0dN2 
Pressure, kPa (pig) 
Temperature, K (F) 
Flow, scclmln 
1,205 (160) 101-2,17n (0-300) 
333 (140) 283-31 1 (50-200) 
Approx. 0 0-1 0 
TABLE 11 WES FLUID CONTROL ASSEMBLY FUNCTtONS 
AND AWANTAGES 
Monltors and controls flow of H2 and O2 In a SFWES 
Controls and fl l ten supply of N2 for puroing H2 and 0 2  fram the SFWEM 
Controls and fllters supply of water to the eubsystem 
Monltors water differential pressure across the water atorage tank 
Slze Reductlon Factor 
@/a 
Slze Factor Reductlon F m  
--- -- 
To 
No. of Components 93 14 1 * 
No. of Connections 70 30 9 
Weight, kg (Ib) 22 5.2 (11.4) 4.1 (9.0) 
Volume, cm3 (Ins) 60 6,555 (400) 2,600 (159) 
Power, W 92 24 2 
Other Major Beneflts 
Subsystem slmpllflcation for user acceptance 
Ease of In-flight maintenance (one Line Replaceable Un~t) 
Applicable wherever WES technology is employed 
TABLE 12 WES FCA MODE TRANSITIONSNALVE COhlBlNATlONS SUMMARY 
Lepal Mode Transl- 
A-B Nornlal to Shutdown 
A-E Normal to Standby 
B--A Shutdown to Normal 
8-C Shutdown to Purge 
8-E Shutdown to Standby 
C e  Purge to Shutdown 
0-B Unpowered to Shutdown 
E--A StandbytoNorma1 
E-B Standby to Shutdown 
where: A = Normal B = Shutdown C = Purge 
D = Unpowered E = Standby 
Permitted Valve CamMnatlons 
Eac* of 7 valve8 has two posslble statam, open (0) and closed (C), giving 2' = 128 comblnatlons. 
Of these, 7 are used. These are labeled below: 
v1 v2 v3 v4 VS V6 v? 
C O C C C C O  
Normal, Shutdown 
C C C C C C C  
Isolate, Stop Fill, Stop Presturizatlon 
C C C C C O C  
Depressurize 
O C C C C O C  
Water Fill 
C C O C C C C  
Repressurize 
C C C C C C O  
Pressure Adjustment 
C 0 C 0 0 C 0  
Standby, Purgs, Unpowered 
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FIGURE 27 WES FCA TEST STAND MECHANICAL SCHEMATIC 
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AND ELECTRONIC CONTROLLER 
The Controller accepts front panel commands to po~ltlon the cam shafts to any of elght glven stales when ,n the ~ a n u a l  
mode, or accepts commands from the Actuator Exerclser to Switch to one of the four operating modes Shutc'?wn, Purge, 
Normal or Standby Automatic sequencing and feedback cam shaft posltlon control fof all of the allowed mode transitlons 
are executed by the lnte~ nal compufer Monltorlng of the twocam shaft positionsand the water tankd~fferer~t~al pressure are 
ut~l~zod to properly execute these transitlons The power supply incorpurates provlslons to run the system In case of a power 
outaqe N~ckelIcadium batter~es are trickle-charged under normal C0ndit10n~ and provide 24 VDC lo the cam shaft motors 
and 11ve VDC to the regulatad DClDC power supnly whlch allows the Controller to pos~tlon the WES FCA In the shut iown 
mode upon detect~on of an P(: power loss The Controller electrical block dlagram IS shown In Figure 29 
Actuator E x m l r u .  An Actuator Exerclser, shown in the upper-right hand corner of Figure 26 and in Figure 30, was 
fabr~cated toprovlde the supervisory timing functions for the WES FCA test stand. Thc Actuator Exerciser generates com- 
mand s~gnals to the WES FCA controller, directing it to the shutdown, purge, starbdby or normal states of operation. The se- 
quences of these statesare fixed by internal wiring. while ttIe residence time in each state isadjustable from 10 m~nutcs to 60 
mlnutes by a front >anel control. 
WES F CA Evalustlan 
The WES FCA testing characterized the ablllty of the FCA to provide consistent operation through multiple cycles. Prlor to 
beginning the testing, the FCA and test stand were integrated and functionally checked. All transducers, gauges and meters 
were cal~brated to ensure the qeneration of accurate test data. 
Chockout Twtlng. As pfirt of checkout testlng, all components were inspected as recehd. After the unit was assembled, 
statlc pressure tests were performed to verlfy tlie internal sealing capabilities of the valves. Leakage through two of the 
valves was noted during this phase of testlng. The valve L'3res In the valve body were re-worked to Improve the surface f~nish; 
th~s affect~vely eliminated leakage past the O-rings of the valves. 
Shrkodown Twtr.The shakedown test wasconducted to ensure integrated FCAltest standogeratian.Va)vepaationswere 
automat~cally switched every ten minutes for 24 hours. Air was used as the test gas at both inlets. 
Cycllc Tmt. Cyclic testlng was conducted wlth N2 and water, to ensure simulation of actual operating conditkns. The WES 
FCA was automatically cycled through each of its valve spool positions. A typical operating cycle is shown in Figure 31. 
Residence time in each operating state was varied periodically through the cyclic test to vary the occurrences of water fills 
as well as tovary the duration of the operating cycle. Each cycle simulates WES operation from shutdown, through purge to 
normal, then back to shutdown. This cycle was repeated over 200 times during testing. 
Tost Rwults.The results of 30days of cyclic testing, wClich included 21 9operatlng cyclesand 432 water (Ill sequences, are 
summarized in Table 13. Overall, the unit performea its mechanical functions well over many cycles. 
The WES FCA Is a reliable vehicle for the reduc!lonof water electrolysis subsystem welght, volume and power consumption. 
It demonstrated effective and successful control of fluid flows. Extended endurance testing is recommended as a follow-on 
etfort. 
Statlc Fed W s t u  Eloctrdysir Unltlmd Canl 
Compoalte Cell Development 
The objectives of the unitized Care Oevelopment were to achieve reproducible and predictable SFWES perkrn,r'nce over 
extended rangesof differentialcell pressuresand to reduceoverallcell complexltyand assembly time. Asa goal, the unitized 
core was to exhibit pressure differential capabilities of up to 83 kPa ( I2  psid). The unitized core concept enables such im- 
provements by providing permanently bonded, versus mechanically sealed, cell component construction. This technology 
prevents leakage across the edgt; ~f the cell matrix and, therefore, permits tolerance to higher HzlSystem and OPISystem 
differential pressures. It also provides uniform matrix support and thickness, both up to and including the edgesof the matrix. 
The following subsections describe the development and evaluation of the unitized corelcomposite cell technology at the 
single-cell and module levels. 
Con b l g n  
Major drivers for ~0mpoSIte SFWE cell construction were enhanced pressure differential capabllltles and slmpllfication of 
final cell assembly. Primary emphasis was directed toward selection of compatible materialsand the fabrication concept for 
the unitized core, the heart of the cell. The baseline SFWE composite cell-to be discussed in a later section of this 
report-does not include or require a unitized water feed compartment component. However, to fully evaluate the SfWE 
composite cell cnnabilities and concepts, materials selection, preliminary methodology acd equipment were defined for 
fabricating both a unitized "Cell Core" and a unitized "Feed Core." The Cell Core consists of the anode electrodelcell 
matrixlcathode electrode composite; the "FeedCore" consistsof a support screenlfeed matrixlsupport screen composite. 
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TABLE 13 WES FLUID CONTROL. ASSEMBLY SEQUENCE 
OF TESTS AND TEST RESULTS SUMMARY 
Sequence of 1 es ts 
Test Residence Gas Selection 
- Monitored 
No. Description Duration Time, min N2 Purge Nf12 Parameters 
- -- - --
1 Checkout 4 hours 15 Air Air P1.5 
2 Shakedown 24 hours 10 Air Air P1-5 
3 Cyclic 30 days Varied N2 N 2 PI-5 
Tcmt Results Summary 
Parameter Observations During Over 206 Completd Cycles 
Valve Positioning Consistent and accurate. Position indicators functioned satlsfactorlly. 
Valve Spool Torque Required toque less than motor clutch toroqoe; therefore, somewhat higher valve 
spml sealing (increased O-ring compressic- is permissible. 
Valve Leakage Satisfactory; no forward leakage noted at operating pressures. 
Pressure Regulation Consistent under flow conditions. 
Flow and Pressure All sensots functioned throughout tecltlng. 
Measurement 
The unitized Cell Core Concept Is Illustrated In Figure 32 and the unitlzed Feed Core concept is illustrated In Flgure 33. The 
overall concept for the composite single cell waluatlon is illustrateu in Figure 34. 
Initial fabrication trials were performed at the 7.6cm x 7.6cm (3 in x 3 1n)core-size level. Folicrwing an itarath/spracessof pro- 
cedure and material evaluation and improvements, a unitized corelcomposite cell wasauccessfuily fabricatedat the 93 cmp 
(0.1 ft2) cell-size level. 
Fabrication of the unitized cores lnvotved the application of epoxy-Impregnated flberglas frames and rims around the 
perimetorsof the cell electrodes, matrices and support screens, as shown in Figures 32 and 33. These subassemblies were 
then combined with more epoxy and po lys~ l f~ne to form two, separate unitized cores: a Cell Core and a Feed Core. This a p  
proach provided uniform support of the cell matrix over its entire area, thereby providing maximum gas pressure sealing 
characteristics of the electrochemical cell. 
The key structural material selected for the unltlzed cores was the epoxy-impregnated flberglas. 01 the many fabrication ! 
materials studied, the epoxy-impregnated fiberglas was !he mast compatible with the operating environment of the SFWE . 
cell and exhibited the strength and rigidity needed. The epoxylfiberglar; did exhibit some porosity, however, so a comores- 
sion seal between the various componentsof the composite cell was selected over a chemical bonding typeof seal. Critical 
points in the fabrication processes included maintaining proper widths, thicknssses and un~formities of individuel com- 
ponents and the subsequent unitized core. The parameters were controlled using varied. combined appiicatlonsof heat and 
pressure. Care was taken to ensure that all components of each core were properly aligned, that cell matrix and electrode 
active areas were free from epoxy and polysulfone, and that effective seals were achieved around the edgesof each unitized 
core. 
Full sire (93 cm2 (0.1 ft2)) cell and feed cores fabrlcated using these materials and procedures demonstrated d1ffe;entlal 
pressllre capabilities in excess of 21 0 kPa (30 psM), well above the design goal of 83 kPa (1 2 p~id). Sealing limitations of the 
test fixture used for the differential pressure svaluatbns limited the determination of a finite breakthrough pressure for each 
of the unitized cores. However, results of the differential pressure testing were a direct indication of the uniform support pro- 
vided to the matrices in each of the unitized cores. 
Coneopt Evaluation Tmta 
A single SFWE composite cell was fabricated an previously discussed using LSI Advanced electrodes. The components of 
this slngle cell are shown in Figure 35. The single cell test program was carriedout primarily toverify concept and hardware 
performance and ~ncluded calibration and checkout testing, shakedown tests, designverification testing, parametric testing 
and endurance testing. A discussion of the results of these tests follows. 
C~llbmtionlChockout Tests. Thls phase of the testing program !ncluded callbratbna and mechanical and electrical 
checks of the single cell-test TSA. 
Shakodown Testlng. Thls phase of testing Included setting and maintenance of s t a h  Interface condltbns and 24-hour 
uninterrupted cell operation at the nominal design point. No major problems were encountered. 
Doslgn VWflcrtlarr Testlng. Deslgn verification testing of the unitired corelcomposite single cell Included a cell voltage 
versus current density span. This data is shown in Figure 36 in comparison to typical advanced electrode psrformance. At 
equal product gas pressures, tr~e performance of the cell lc?lls within the expected operating level for advanced electrodes. 
At a W2-pH2 of 10 psid, the performance of the cell falls just outside the advanced electrode performence band. This is as 
expected, however, since cell voltage increases as the 02-H2 pressure differential increases. 
PonnnMc Testing. Parametric Testing included characterization of cell performance 6, a function of 021H2 differentla1 
pressure at different current dsnslties. This data is shown in Figure 37. During the design verification and parametric tests, 
the unitized c~relcomposite single celldemonstrated the ability to operate at the design goal differential pressure of 83 kPa 
(1 2 psid). 
E n d m m  Toatlng. A 750-hour endurance test of the unltlzed corelcomposite single cell was performed. The cell was 
operated ?t 021H2 differential pressures up to 83 kPa (1 2 psid). Nominally, the 021H2 differe~tial oressure was maintained at 
69 kPa (1 0 psid). The test data is shown in Figure 38. Notes called out on Figure 38 are discussed in Table 14. The single cell 
endurance testing demonstrated the ability of the SFWE unitized corelcomposite cell to operate for extended periods of time 
at O2IH2 differential pressure up to 83 kPa (1 2 psid). As anticipated, increased cell voltage was experienced due to the in- 
creased 021H2 A P. The ~ncreasing cell voltages experienced during the latter portions of the endurance test were at- 
tributable to increased internal resistancesand leakage caused by failure to maintain a tight seal between the unitized Feed 
Core and the cell frame. 
Concluslona. The pressure and performance testing of the unitized core confirmed the basic material selection and overall 
concept of the SFVCE composite cell. 
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FiGURE 37 UNITIZED COREICOMPOSKE SINGLE CELL: 
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TABLE 14 COMPOSlTE SlNGLE CELL ENDURANCE TEST DATA NOTES 
(F lgure 38) 
Note 
-- 
E-&nat Ion 
A Test stand shutdown due to coolant reclrculatlng pump tallure. Coolant pump was m. . ' 
restarted and testlng was continued. 
B System pressure Increased, as scheduled, to nomlnal statlc feed operating condltlons of 1,240 kPa 
(165 pslg). Prlor to thls polnt, the system pressure had been maintained at 446 kPa (50 pslg) to 
evaluate effects of pr!msure on performance. 
C Test stand shutdown due to decoupllng of the coolant reclrculatlng pump. The punlp was repaired 
and teatlng was cofitlnued. 
0 Increasing cell voltage war noted. To Investlgate the trend. the cell A P ~  were returned to W l l n e  
conditions (02System AP from 20 to 4 psld; H2.System AP from 10 to 2 psld). No Improvement in 
call voltage was noted. Further activltles deslgned to recover cell performance Included reductlon 
of cell current and feed water compartment reclrculatlon. Cell voltage decreased lnltially followed 
by steady Increase. At the conclusion of testlng, the cell was dlsn3nambled and It was noted that 
the seal between the unitlzed feed core and the cell frame had deterlorated. Thls weakness was 
resolvd as part of the program activities. 
Compoolte Cdl bau(lrw b.rlgn 
The long-term goal for SFWE has been the feed water electro~e(K0H)elimlnatian technique. Since this twhnlque does not 
requlre a feed matrixlunitized Feed Care component in the static feed cell, a solution for a sealing technique for unitized 
Feed Cares which, ultimately, would not be required In S M E  cells, was not a necessary step In SFWE cell development. 
Accordingly, the baaelim SFWE  mite cell COnsl~ts of a bawline SFWE cell f e d  matrix and feed matrix support 
screens and the unitized Call Core previously developed. The Composite cell baseline dssign assembly concept is illustrated 
In F~gure 39.11 can be seen that the cell illustrated In Figure 39 is simllar to that illustrated In Figures 34 and 35 previously pre- 
sented, wlth the exceptton that the unltized Feed Care and O-ring illustrateo in Figures 34 and 35 hew been replaced by an 
indiv~dually-installed support screenlfeed matrrxlsupport screen combination. 
The composite cell includes an injection-molded polysulfone plastic frame for manlfoMlng and dlst~,ibutlng pracem gaaes 
and internal liquld coolant, current collectors for delivering current to the cell and assorted O-rings and support screen. The 
polysulfone cell frame provMes an i30lated interqal liquid coolant cavlty for the SFWE ceil. Both anode and cathode current 
collectors are gold-plated nickel and are includW as part of the final composite cell assembly. Process fluid isolation is ac- 
compltshed by an arrangement of 0-rlngs that provlde seals between the H2 cavities and feed cavities of each indt~tdual cell 
as well as between each composite cell in a module stack. 
Baaellne SIX-Cell Compoolte CdI Module Testlng 
A SIX-cell, composite cell module was assembled ustng modified cell frames, Life Systems' baseline feed matrices and sup- 
port screens in the cell feed compartment and unitized Cell Cores. This baseline module was then placed under test. 
The objective of the test program was to evaluate the performance of the base , 8 SFWE composite ceil module at nominal 
operatlng conditions for 30days, asa goal. Endurance test data for the baseline compos~te cell module is shown In Figure 40.' 
After 720 hours at nominal operating condltions, the module average cell voltage was consistently within the advanced elec- 
trode performance band. The baseline operating condttions for Life Systems' SFWE modules are shown in TP+III : 5. Two 
shutdowns occurred during the Ilmlted endurance test, tl~ese are summar~zed in Table 16. Were it not for an i~r,.:~~~:croli~ble 
bu~idlng power failure and subsequent operator "handli~g" errors, ~t IS projected that the baseline composite cell module 
would have operated for the full 30 days wlthout a shutdown. At the conclusion of the endurance test, a current density scan 
was performed. Thus data is shown in Figure 41. Operatton at elevated 021H2 differentla1 pressures was not perfo, -!nco 
11 was netther consistent wlth SFWEM baseline operatlng condltions nor compallble with the baseline composite cb,, ., ,sign. 
Conclusions and Recommendatians 
Based upon the endurance test data, the static feed water electrolysis baseline composite cell design demonstrated effec- 
IIVF! performance characteristics. It Successfully demonstrated the next step in the progression toward more reliable and 
less complex SFWE cells. Further endurance and characterlzation testing at the module level 1s recommended as a follow- 
on effort 
Feed Watw Electrolyte Ellmlnatlon Demonstrrtlon 
A technique for eliminating KOH from the water feed compartment of a SFWE cell wb. ,rreviously evaluatedS7)The concept 
of elimination of KOH electrolyte from the j~ater feed compartment permits elimination of the separate coolant compart- 
ment by uslng the feed water, ~tself, to provide for temperature control, thus greatly simplifying the SFWES design. 
The KOH Elimination Cell design and operation are similar to the SFWE baseline cell design (previously shown In Figure 1) 
andoperation, with the exception that a porous membrane replaces the water feed matrix between the H2 compartment and 
the water feed compartmc i t .  This membrane, which is highly resistant to bulk liquid flow, ensures isolation of the water feed 
cavity from the electrochemical cell while allowing water vapor transport, thus preventing cell electrolyte from mixing with 
the feed water To rnaintcin the liquidlgasseparation between H2gasandfeed water, the feed water compartment is typical- 
,: rnaintzined at 6.910 27.6 kPa (1.Oto 4.0psl)above the H2gaspressure. In the baseline electrochemical cell, the feed water 
compartment is typically 14 kPa (2 psi) below the H2 gas pressure. 
Since the KOH elimination cell opdrates without the electrolyte concentration stabilizing effect of KOH self-regulation of 
water transport in the water feed compartment, adjustments in ceil operatlon are required to maintain the cell electrolyte at 
c.>timum or near-optimum concentralion. Temperature, current density and pressure influence the electrolyte concentra- 
tion and influence the way :he sell handles the water. increasing the temperatureof the feed water tends to both Increase the 
amounts of water transferred from the feed water compartment and the amount of wa!er transferred to the product gases 
for humidification. lncreasing the current density increases the water produced at the anode which must be transferred 
either to the cathode or to the 0 2  gas leavlng the cell. lncreasing the pressure decreases the amount of water removed 
through humidification. Thus, controlling the electrolyte concentration at the KOH elimination cell anode and cathode during 
electrolysis requires control over these parameters. 
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TABLE 15 BASELINE OPERATING CONDITIONS FOR LIFE SUPPORT 
STATIC FEED WATER ELECTROLYSIS MODULES 
Parameter Nominal Value 
Temperature, K (F) 339 (1 50) 
System Pressure, kPa (psla) 1,240 (1 80) 
Current Density, mAlcm2 (ASF) 205 (1 QO) 
TABLE 16 SFWE BASELINE COMPOSlf E SIX-CELL MODULE ENDURANCE TEST SHUTDOWN LIST 
Total Continuous 
Shutdown Operating Operating Down 
No. time, h time, h Shutdown Symptom Shutdown Cause/Action Taken Time , d 
1 412 412 Power lnterruptlon Bullding power fallure; module restarted 0.5 
2 468 56 Low cell voltage Test stand malfunction followed by 
operator oversight. 7.0 
High call voltage Technlclan error durlng module 
Installaticn. 5.0 
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Braollna KQH Ellml~tlOn Cell 
The baselinedesign for the KOH eliminationcell is shown in Figure 42. The baseline KOH elimination cell isquite simil~f to the 
baseline unit~zsd corelc.?mposite cell design previously illustrated in Figure 39, with the exception that the feed matrix and 
support screens from the unifired corelcompositc, cell design are replaced in the KOH eiim~nation cell by the feed cavity 
porous membrane, the support screens and compression frame. The unitizedcell Core (electrode composite)concept is le- 
talnej in the KOH elimination cell. The polysulfone cell frames are modifled to permit installation of the porous membrane 
and its support~ng hardware, rather than the feed matrix and support screens. 
The design of the feed cavity porous membrane was improved over that used in the single cell tests conducted during the 
previous contractual effort. Tests of the earlier installation technique, while acceptable for ambient pressure single cells, 
showed unreliable seaiing at a differential pressure of 35 kPa (5 psid) in high-pressure, multiceli modules. Membrane seaiing 
problems were resolved by incorporating the following modifications into the baseline cell design. 
Each porous membrane was chemically etched around its perimeter prlor to bonding into the mlysulfone cell frame. 
This provided superior adhesion over non-etched membranes. 
The membrane material was purchased with a non-woven polypropylene backing laminated to it. This backing minimiz- 
ed membrane shrinkage during the etching process and also minimized destructive shearing forces which occurred 
when the membrane was compressed between the upper and lower support screens. 
The mesh size of the upper and lower support screen material was changed from 70 x 70 mesh (previous baseline) to 
159 x 159 mesh. The finer mesh size eliminated the tendency ~f the support screen to score and punc!urc the mem- 
brane film. 
KOH Ellml~tlOn Madula Frbrlcrtlm 
A five-cell KOH elimination module was fabricated and assembled using the spare WEM fabricated under contract 
NAS2-10306. The cell frames were modificd to use the porous membranelfeed compartment components and a unitized 
Cell Core assembly, as previously shown in Figure 42. The unitized Cell Cores were fabricated as previously discussed and 
shown in Figure 32, and incorporated Life Systems' Advanced Electrode as the cathode anda Super Electrode as the anode. 
Test Suppod Accl~sorlea 
A high preslsurelhigh temperature test stand was designed and fabricated as part of the KOH elimination activities. This test 
stand is shown pictorially in Figure 43 and schematically in Figure 44. The test stand is multi-functional, providing the 
capability of testing feed water electrotyte elimination modules as well as baseline SFWEMs up to the six-cell level. The test 
stsnd has the capability of operation to 2,170 kPa (300 psig)and 422 K (300 F)and also has the capability to accommodate a 
high pressurelhigh temperature dew point sensor for monitoring the moisture co?r'i!i:ns of the module via product gas dew 
pant measurements. 
The test stand has two liquid circulation loops: One loop supplies liquid coolant for maintaining module operating 
temperature and a second loop is used for delivering feed water to the cell. The cell coolant (water) is circulated by a pump 
(M2) through the module, and a water tank (WT-1) allows for coolant expansion and temperature control. Feed water is also 
circulated through the module by a second pump(M1 ), and a second water tank(WT-2) allows for feed water expansion and 
temperature control. Water is fed statically to the module from a storage tank (WT-3) to compensate for water consumed 
during the electrolysis process. For KOH elimination testing, a pressure greater than the H2 pressure is maintained on the 
water feed cavity by maintaining a positive, above-H2 pressure on the water storage tank. 
KOH Ellmlnrtlon Module Testing 
The objective of the test program was to demonstrate at the module level the concept of electrolyte elimination from the 
electrolysis cell water feed compartment. To demonstrate the KOH elimination concept, a five-cell module was assembled 
and tested. Characterization and endurance tests were conducted for 675 hrs at variousoperating pressures. Adiscussion 
of the results of the test program follows. 
Chockout hstlng. This phase of the test program included calibrations, mechanical and electrical checks of the TSA and 
setting and maintenance of initial operating conditions. During checkout, it was observed that if product gases exited from 
the topof the module, there was a tendency for water vapor in the 0, and H2 to condense and ''pool'' in the 021N2 and H21N2 
purge manifolds located at the bottom of the module. The build-up of the moisture made control of the moisture inside the 
module unstable. The test stand plumbing was rearranged so that the 0, and H2 product gases exited from the bottom of the 
module. This eliminated any moisture "pooling" from occurring inside tho module. Ail the characterization and endurance 
testing was performed with the rnoduie plumbed in this configuration. in a zero gravity environment, "pooling" would not oc- 
cur and the 021N2and H21N2 manifolds would be kept at operating temperatl~re to prevent condensation. 
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C ~ d m t l o n l E ~  TO@tlng. During this phase of the test program, the KOH elimination module performance 
was observed over 675 rlrs (hppr0~1mately 28 days) of cumulative operation at variable conditions. One shutdown, due to a 
bulldlng power failure, occurred 216 hrs into the test. The results of thls tes'ilg are shown in Figure 45. Initially, stable 
operat~ng performance was obtair~ed at 103 kPa (1 5 psia). 355 K (1 00 F) and 161 mAlcm2 (1 50 ASF;. Durlng thls operatlon, 
the temperatures of both the water feed circulation loop and coolant circulation loop were the same. This simulated a three- 
compartment cell design, since the coolant acted as the feed water circulation loop of an adjacent cell. After 270 hrs of 
operatlon at these conditions, the system operating pressure was increased to 345 kPa (50 psia). Operation at this pressure 
continued for approximately 100 hrs. During this tlme, an increase in the average cell voltage (from 1.60 V to 1.64 V) was 
noted. 
The pressure was then increased to 51 7 kPa (75 Psis). Initially, no increase in the average cell voltage was noted; after 140 
hrsof operation at 51 7 kPa (75 psia), however, the average cell voltage had risen to 1.67 V. System pressure was increased to 
794 kPa (1 15 psia) and then to 1,240 kPa (1 80 psia), Life Systems' baseline operating pressure. The module accumulated 
over 100 hrs of testing at 1,240 kPa (1 80 psia). 355 K (1 80 F) and 161 mAlcm2 (1 50 ASF). The average cell voltage at these 
operating conditions remained steady at 1.69 V. 
Continuous monitoring of cathode and anode electrolyte concentrations indicated that the KOH elimination module would 
sustain either a higher current densityor a lowor operating temperature. Both of these conditions would result in less water 
(i.e., higher KOH concentrati0n)at both electrodes. Therefore, it is projected that the baselineoperating conditions for a KOH 
elimination module would be 1,240 kPa (1 80 psia), 339 K (1 50 F) and 204 rnAlcm2(190 ASF). Table 17 summarizes both the 
demonstrated operating conditions of this test program and the projected baseline operating conditions for future KOH 
ellmination module testing. 
Concluslono a d  Rowmnmdatiam. It is concluded that stable operation cf the KOH elimination module at the projected 
baseline operating conditions is possible. While the system operating pressure did not appear to have a great effect on the 
electrode electrolyte concentrations, it did have an slight effect on the cell voltage. 
All 28 days of testing were performed at the same temperature and current density. During this time, the pressure was raised 
lrom ambient to 1,240 kPa (1 80 psia), yet the anode dnd cathode electrolyte concentrations remained between 12% and 
18% KOH (except for a short period of time at the 360 hr mark of the testing). This implies that the cells' use of water is not 
strongly pressuredependent and indicates the overall stability of the KOH elimination cell concept. This is projected to have 
benefits from a systems operation and contr~l  point of view. Temperature and current density conditions can be fixed and 
pressure can be independently increased or decreased. 
The water must be kept at a pressure higher than the Hz, xisure. TO accomplish this in an OGS, modification to the 3-FPC 
(which provides the reference pressure for the water tank) may be required. Further endurance testing at the projected 
baseline operating conditions is recommended to further determine water transport characteristics of the KOH elimination 
cell. This testing should be done utilizing a new cell design which is closer to the end application design. 
Watu Eloctmlyal* Subayatwn Altmute Pwgo Technlquo 
Projected near-earth orbits for the Space Station exhibit 54 minutes of operation In the "light" side and 36 minutes in the 
"dark" side of the orbit. During thedark side of theorbit, the Space Station is constrained by limited power. To simulate these 
near-earth orbit conditions and minimize the use of "expensive" power, the WS-1 subsystem provides the capability for 
cyclic operation. The cyclic operation is characterized by a 54-minute period in ''normal'' operation followed by a 36-minute 
period in "standby" operation. 
During the 36-minute standby portion of the WS-1 operating cycle, no current is applied to the module. No product gasesare 
generated and, as a result, the module system pressure and differantial pressures can decay through losses across 
regulator seats and, to a lesser degree, due to recombination of the H2 and 0 2  gases by diffusion through the cell matrices. 
Due to ths differe~ce between tkd 0 2  and H2 volumes in SFWE subsystems (02 > H2), the pressure on the H2 side decays 
much faster than the prefrbre on the O2 side. This leads to a pressure imbalance within the SFWEM and can result in 
flooding-out of the H2compartment. In order to make up for these losses and maintain module operating pressures, N, has 
been used as a purge gasduring the standby mode of cperation. Aboard a spacecraft, this N2 would come either from the N2 
source generating N2 gas for cabin atmosphere or from a separate, expendable N2 supply source. TO eliminate the nsed for 
NZas an expendable for the OGS, an alternate source of maintaining module system pressure is ne&od. The following sec- 
tions discuss a technique defined under this program which can be used to eliminate the use of N2 gas during the standby 
portion of the OGS cyclic operating mode. 
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TABLE 17 DEMONSTRATED AND PROJECTED BASELINE OPERATING CONDITIONS 
FOR KOH ELlMlNATlON MODULES 
Demonstrated Projected Basellne 
Operatlng Conditions Operatlng Ccnditlons 
-- ---- 
Temperature, Y (F) 355 (180) 339 (1M) 
Operating Pressure, kPa (psla) 1240 (180) 1240 (180) 
Hz-to-Svstem AP, kPa (psid) 13.8 (2.0) 13.8 (2.0) 
H20-to-System AP, kPa (psid) 34.5 (5.0) 34.5 (5.0) 
C2-to-System AP, kPa (psid) 27.6 (4.0) 27.6 (4.0) 
Current Density, mAlcm2 (4SF) 161 (150) 204 (190) 
Two tectiniques were examined which could be used to eliminate the need for N, gasduring standby Extra stored pressuriz- 
ed volumes of H2 aqd O2 gas could be used to Create an OvBrall large volume of 0, and H? w~thln an OGS. Whereas a smsll 
,ass of gas from a small in~tlal volume (subsystem without stored gas volumes) would be siqn~flcant, the same small loss of 
gas from a much larger volume (system wlth stored gas volumes) would be ~nstgnlf~cant. A "trckle," or low-level current, 
could also be used to generate just enough O2 and H2 to offset any losses and malntaln system d~fferent~al pressuresdurlng 
the standby mode. An evaluation of these two alternatives follows. 
Extra Enclaud Stomgo Tanka. Using the ideal gas law, W = nRT, the drop in gas pressure versus the gas loss rate over a 
36.m1nute period tor varlous total enclosed SFWEM volumes can be calculated Us~nq Faraday's Law and conslderlng the 
total number of cells w~thln the module, thls gas loss rate can also be descr~bed In terms of an equ~valent, prowrt~onal 
' recomblnat~on' current Thts IS equlvalent to the tr lckl~ Current that would need to be appl~ed to offsat recomblnatlon 
losses of the gases (See next subsection ) Flgure 46 ~llustrates the results of these calculat~ons The gas pressure wlll drop 
varlous amountsdurlng the 36-mlnute standby mode depending on the O2 loss rate and the total enclosed pressur~zed gas 
volume 
For an enclosed O2 volume of 164 cm3 (1 0 ins), for e ~ ~ m p l e ,  a pressure loss of 13.8 kPa (2 psi) over a 36-minute period is 
equ~valent o an O2 loss rate of approximately 12 x 10-4 kgld (2.7 x i 0.3 Ibld). This rate corresponds to a recombination cur- 
rent of 27 mA. It can be assumed that for a constant O2 enclosed volume the O2 loss rate remains constant over the 
36-mlnute period. Thus, the O2 loss rate is the key parameter in determlnlng the extra storage tank requirements. 
For example, if it weredesired to limit the Op-side pressure decay to no more than 1.7 kPa (0.25 psi)and the02-side enclr?;td . 
volume was 2048 cm3 (1 25 in3), no extra stored volume tank would be needed at an O2 loss rate of 12 x 10.4 kgld (2.7 x 10.3 
Ibld) (see Figure 46). However, if the 02-si+e volume was 164 cm3 (1 0 in3) an extra storage tank would he requlred for the 
same pressure drop limitations and O2 loss rate. The volume of the extra tank required can be determined w n g  Figures 47 
and 48. From Figure 47, a? O2 loss rate of 12 x 1 0-4 kgld (2.7 x 10-3 Ibld) is equivalent to an O2 mass loss of 29.9 x 1 O.Qg (6.5 x 
10.5 Ib). From Figure 4R, an 0, mass lossof 29.9 x 10-6 kg (6.5 x 1 0-5 lb) IS equivalent to a pressurlzed volumeof approximately 
131 1 cm3 (80 in3). Therefore, for an 0,-side volume of 164 cm3(lO 1n3)an extra storage tank with a capacity of 11 47 cm"70 
in3) (total required volume of 131 1 cmJ (80 in3) minus the existing volume of 164 cml( l0  in3)) would be required to limit the 
02-side pressure drop to no more than 1.7 kPa (0.25 psi). 
Based upon technical information concerning lightweight gas storage tanks, the estimated weight of extra enclosed 
pressurized volumes is approximately 6.4 x lo-' kglcmJ(0.023 Ibslin3). Thus, for a hypothetical total enclosed subsystem O2 
volume of 164 cm3 (1  0 inJ), a stored volume tankon the02 side with a capac~tyof approximately 11 47 cm3 (70 ins) would have 
an equivalent weight of approximately 0.73 kg (1.61 Ibs). 
With respect to H2-side volume calculations, since twice as much H2would be consumed as 02, the required extra pressur- 
ized stored volume tank on the H,side (for similar module conditions)would be approximately 2,458 cmj(l5O ing), or an addl- 
tional 1.57 kg (3.45 Ibs). The total minimum weight penalty for these two tanks would be 2.30 kg (5.06 Ibs). As the O2 loss rate 
(and corresponding recombination current) increased, the storage tank volume requirements would increase significantly. 
Trlcklo Cwnnt. To evaluate an equivalent weight penalty for the use of trickle current, a manual, breadboard test was per- 
formed using an existing test facility and a 12-cell 0.1 ft2 SWEM. Manual shutoff valves were installed in the prcduct gas 
lines downstream of the S M E M  to ensure enclosed, pressurized product gas volumes w~thin the system and limit pressure 
decay to that resulting from 021H2 recomb'nation effects. Once system operating pressures were established, the current to 
the module was alternately turned off anc' then turned back on. The objective was to allow the module pressures to decay 
artd then determine if they couM be increased, maintdined and controlled by intermittent application of a low-level current. 
The trickle current demonstration data for this test is shown in Figure 49. At "Time = Zero" of Figure 49, the shutoff valves 
were manually closed and the module current was manually reduced to zero. The H2-to-System differential pressure was 
usedas thecontrol parameter and waspermitted todecay to 7 kPa (1 psid),at which timea current of 0.5Awasapplied to the 
module. The H2 differential pressure was then permitted to increase to 21 kPa (3 psid), at which time current was again 
manually reduced to zero. The data from Fiqure 49 illustrates that the APs were controllable by pulsing the 0.5 amp current, 
for nominally, three minutesonlfour minutes off .This is equivalent to a 43% duty cycle ("On" Time divided by ("On" Time + 
"Off" Time)). Figure 49 further illustrates that different~al pressures could be maintained without decay with constant a p  
plication of 0.25 amps. 
For the 12-cell module operating at an average cell voltage of 1.44 Vper cell, use of a 0.5 amp current pulsed at a 43% duty 
cycle rate required 3.7 watts to rnaintain module pressures (0.5 Ax 1.44 V x 12 x 0.43). Based upon a power penalty of 0.268 
kglW(0.591 IbMI), anequlvalent weightpenaltyfor useof the tricklecurrent with the 12cell module would be 0.99 kg(2.19 Ib). 
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For this particular !est set-up, the enclosedgasvolumes up to the shutoll valves were calculated to be 144 cm3(8.8 i d )  in the 
P2 line and 2,261 cmj(l38 ins) in the G21ine. The theoretical total weight penalty for the use of storage tanks with this set-up 
would be 1.67 kg (3.68 Ib)W 
Bv contrast, the equivalent weight penalty to maintain a 27 mA trickle current equal to the corresponding hypothetical 
recombination current would be only 0.99 kg (2.19 Ib). 
Thus, hypothetically for the 12-cell module, the trickle current technique would represent a 40% weight savings over the 
stored volume. However, the actual current level required to maintain module operating pressures(nominally 250 mA con- 
tinuous current)was significantly higher than the hypothetical recombination current of 27 mA. This indicated that actual re- 
quired stored volumes would be significantly greater (and impart a greater weight penalty) than the hypothetical volumes. 
Using a recombinationcurrent of 250mAandextrapolating thedata from Figures 46through 48,the actual required storage 
tank on the 02side would occupy approximately 12.600 cm3(769 in3)and weigh 8.06 kg (1 7.73 Ibs). Since the storage tank on 
the H2side would be twice as large as that on the 02side, the total calculated weight penaltyfor the extra storage tanks would 
bl? 24.18 kg (53.19 Ib). It is clear, theretore, that the trickle current has a distinct weight advantage. Since a trickle currer~t 
would involve only small volume electronics, the trickle current concept also has a volume advantage. 
Asemi-automatic demonstration of the trickle current technique was performed using the WS-1 subsystem. Based upon the 
12-cell module trickle current demonstration data, a 6-cell module operating at the same conditions (average voltage, duty 
cycle rate, etc.) was projected to require 1.85 W (an equivalent weight penalty of 0.50 kg (1.09 Ib) to maintain module 
PI essures. 
A breadboard trickle current controller circuit was fabricated and wired into the WS-1 CIM I. The Subsystem softwarg was 
modified to provide control over the trickle current controller circuit. Normally-open solenoid valves were installed in the H2 
and 0; product gas linesdownstream of the 3-FPC. When the WS-1 subsystem was manually switched from Nornral opera- 
tion to Standby operation, the trickle currant control circuit was enabled. The control circuit w9uid then immediately close 
the produLt gas line solenoid valves and control current to the module using the existing CIM I power supply. The H2differen- 
tial pressure was used as the power supply control parameter. When the H2differentiaI pressure fell below 16 kPa (2.3 psid), 
the trickle current controller circuit would initiate application of current to the module; when the H,differential pressure rose 
above 19kPa (2.7 psid), thecontroller circuit would shutoff current tothe module.TheCIM I power supply wasable toprovide 
a minimum controllable current of 0.75 A. This was not considered detrimental to the objectivesof the test, however, slnce it 
was anticipate,: that the application of a somewhat higher trickle current would be offset by a reduced duty cycle rate. 
The results of ,1e WS-1 subsystem trickle current demonstration are shown in Figure 50. Upon switching to the Standby 
mode of operation and enabling t5e trickle current controller and software routine, the H2d1fferential pressure fell rapidly to 
zero. Ttte differential pressure wzs not quickly recoverable using the lowest current available, so the current was increased 
and maintained until the H2differential pressure was recovered. After this point, the H2differentiai pressure was easily con- 
trolled and maintained at lower current levels. The 02differentisl pressure decayed steadily to zero since when the O2 prod- 
uct gas line solenoid valve was closed, the 0 2  pressure within the closed line equilibrated and eliminated a "differential" 
pressure across the pressure transducer within the line. 
As can be seen in F~gure 50, the H2differential pressure was easily controlled between its upper and lower setpolntsusing a 
0.7s amp current pulsed for, nomina:ly, 11 seconds on and 27 seconds off. This represented a 29% "On" Time duty cycle. 
The WS-1 WEM operated at an averagecell voltageof 1.40Vper cell. This yieldeda power requirement of 1.83wattstomain- 
tain module pressures, virtltally identical to the projections based on the 12-cell module data. 
The trickle current demonstrations verified the concept and advantages of the use of a trickle current over the use o l  dxtra 
stored volumes to maintain subsystem pressures during the Standby mode of operation. Based on the test results. it 1: ; -r-  
jected that N2gas can be eliminated as a pressurization source during the Standby mode of operation. It is recfi-rrn? -:UP,! 
that additional testing be performed with the WS-1 Subsystem to evaluate the initial loss of H2 differen!ial Dr.\;... ... ? :.- 
perienced immediately after switching to the Standby mode and to quantify the minimum trickle current c~~pablo t . ,,,A;. ,: >;. ,. 
ing subsystem pressures. Also, to eliminate the need for the additional solenoid shutoff valves in the prxiuct i:.. ;I. r.:.: the. 
3-FPC design should be upgradea to provide for positive shutoff capability. 
(a) Using the hypothetical recombination current and pressure loss limitations discussed in the text (27 mA and 1.7 kPa 
(0.25 psi), respectively), extrapolation of the information presented in Figures 46 through 48 results in a theoretical 
H2-side extr6 enclosed storage tank volume of greater than 2,622 cm2(160 ins). The weight penalty for this tank would be 
not less than 1.67 kg (3.68 Ib). Due to the large enclosed voiurne on the O2 side, 30 enclosed storage tank would be re- 
quired (at a theoretical recombination current of 27 mk). 
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PRODUCT ASSURANCE 
A mini-Product Assurance Program was established, implemented and maintained throughout all phases of contractural 
performance, including design, purchasing, fabrication and testing. The product assurance program included Ouality 
Assurance, Rcl!ability, Maintamability and Safety functions. Quality Assurance was necessary to ensure reproducibility of 
deslgns and configurations during subsequent developments. Reliability was included to ensure that test equipment and test 
data gathering and recording were basic factors in the development of component and subsystem reliabiltty and long life. 
Ma~nta~nability was included to Identify parameters for routine and nonroutine maintenance requirements. Safety was In- 
cluded to ensure that no system or system component characteristic would be dangerous to personnel cr equipment during 
testing. 
Ouallty Aa8uram 
The activities performed during this effort were included to ensure that no defective components or parts were incorporated 
into the test hardware. These activities consisted of per'orming receiving inspectiorl of all vendor supplied parts, including 
preparation of required documentation; ensuring that assemhly techniques specified in design drawings were complied 
with and were consistent with the developmenial nature and scope of the program; and ensuring that configuration control 
was provided by monitoring the drawing and change control procedures. Oual~ty assurance was active In monitoring all test 
activities. 
RdlaMllty 
Reliability personnel participated in the program to ensure (1)proper calibration of test equipment and TSA instrumentation, 
(2) adherence to test procedures and (3) Proper recording and reporting of test data and observations. Calibration knd test 
requirements for each subsystem and component were determined. Appropriate components wore calibrated during 
assembly and after ~nstallation. A test procedure was established toensure that all parameters would be properly monitored 
and that the testing would conf~rm to the program's Quality Assurance and Safety procedures. All major testing required 
that a test plan be completed and reviewed. 
Malntalnablllty 
A Maintainability function was carried out during the design and testing phases of the program. During design phases, the 
emphasis was pisced on configuring the hardware and test stand components for accessibility with respect to maintenance 
activities. During the testing phases, logs of scheduled and unscheduled maintenance were maintained. L.ogs were 
prepared which detailed operational problems and their sources, the corrective actions taken and the operations and time 
required to implement the corrective actions. 
During the design phases, Shutdown Avoidance Analyses were performed. The objective was to identify preventive shut- 
down measures to increase the amount of test data obtained per test dollar and ensure that a shutdown caused b) anout6f- 
toltrrar:ce condition would not damage components. The results of the analysis included the following: 
1. A!I hardware and software were checked out and debugged prior to installation into the subsystem or TSA. 
2. All parameter level setpointswerecheckedout toensure that the level warning lightsoperated by simulating inputs at 
the sensors and verifying these inputs. 
3. All sensors were calibrated as required. 
4. Where applicable, operational transltions were automated in order to avoid human error caused by manual 
operation. 
During the testing phase of the program, Life Systems' Failure Reporting Procedure was implemented. This procedure 
establishes the requirements for rewrting, investigating an@ correcting a product operational failure. The purpose of the 
procedure is to enable Life Systems to monitor those product problems which relate to component or subsystem operation 
or dssign, together with the corrective action taken against each problem, and to assist in assuring thal the final corrective 
action achieves maximum effectiveness. 
Safety 
A safety program was initiated to assure adherence to safety standards andprocedures essential to protect personnel and 
equipment. The program consisted of identifying possible adverse component or subsystem characteristics, reviewing 
designs and design changesfor potential safety hazards, reviewing NASAAlerts for safety information and incorporating the 
equipment's protective features. The safety program included the following activities. 
1. Although metallic and nOnmetalli~ materlal control was not required contractually, a11 materials were subjected to in- 
formal evaluationduring dosign and rranufacturing phases. Nonmetallics were evaluated for their compatibility with 
atmospheres and corrosive media to which the nonmetallic might be exposed. Metallic materials were eval~rated 
with regard to corrosion resistance aitd strength criteria. 
2. Human Engineering considerations were given to both operation and maintenance. All known passibilitiesot human 
error were eliminated, with primary emphasis being given to possible accidental activation of components or sub- 
systems. Where feasible, fluid line end fittlngs or connections were used with d~mensions or configurations which 
would not permit incorrect insta:Ia!:3n of a fluid line. 
3. Electrical desiqn consid6;ations included prevention of electrical equipment shock hazard. protection against in. 
advertent actuation of switches, use of current limiting devices on electrical equipment which could contact person- 
nel or other conductive equipment, use of warning labels on all access panels leading to high voltages, and design of 
wire bundles lo have the ability to withstand anticipated handling and operating deformations without wiie damage. 
4. Sharp edges and corners were elinrinated or were adequately covered with a protective cushion in order to prevent 
injuries. 
5. Items exhibiting elevated surface temperatures and which might be leaned on, brushed against or held up to 10 
secorlds were insulated so that surface temperatures would not fall outside the range of 60-120 F. 
CONCLUSIONS 
Based upon the work completed, the following conclusions are drawn: 
1. After 124 days of operation, the WS-I OGS continued to meet the O2 metabolic requirements for one-person, as 
designed. Previously demonstrated state-of-the-art single cell performance was virtually duplicated at the module 
level. Subsystem and hardwere reliability were demonstrated over 2,980 hours of curr~ulative operation. 
2. The 3-FPC has demonstrated its capability as an effective, reliable integrated pressure controller. After 8,650 hours 
of cumulative operation, the 3-FPC verified ~ t s  ability to control SFWES gas pressures. 
3. Based upon the results of a 30day cyclic test, the WES FCA has been shown to be a reliable technique for WES fluid 
handling requirements. The hardware can effectively reduce subsystem complexity and increase SFWES opera- 
tional reliability. 
4. The unitized core concept demonstrated excellent operational capabilities at both the single-cell and module levels. 
Single-cell endurance tesiing for 720 hoursdemonstrated the capability of the unitized core tooperate at differential 
pressures up to 83 kPa (I 2 psid). A 720-hour endurance test at the six-cell module level verified the performance and 
reliability of the unitized core. Based upon the resu:!s of the testing, overall water electrolysis cell complexitycan be 
reduced and cell operational capabilities and reliability csn be improved by use of the unitized core concept. 
5. The viability.of the feedwater electrolyte elimination concept was demonstrated over 675 hours of testing at the 
module letrel. The results of the testing indicated that the KOH elimination technique had operational capability 
across a wide range of operating pressures. The data provided further justification for continued cell design improve- 
ment and testing. 
6. An alternate techrrlque for eliminatlng the use of nitrogen purge gas and still maintaining OGS subsystem operating 
oressures during the Standby mode of operation was successfully demonstrated, using both a 12-cell SFWEM and 
the six-cell WS-1 Subsystem. Use of a trickle current was shown to have at least a 40% weight savings advantage 
over the supplementary storage tank concept for OGS Standby operation purgelpressurization. The trickle current 
concept is considered to be a valid and promising technique for GGS operation during the 36-minute limited-power 
portion of a near-earth orb~t. 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
Based on the work completed the following recommendations are made. 
1. Perform analyses, studies and developments to advance the development level of static feed water electrolysis- 
related hardware components, including instrumentation, with a goal of improving overall performance and Space 
Station appllcablllty Of the 8~bqmtem. This would include deslgn and fabrication of an injection mold for the baseline 
unitized corelcomposite cell static feed water electrolysis design, the goal being to eliminate manual assembly 
steps, use the feed Compartment water as the coolant, reduce bulk and incorporate internal manifolding to avold 
back-to-front external fittings and plumbing. 
2. Evaluate subsystem weight savings and volume impact by the use of lightweight end plates consisting of either a 
honeycomb or composite material. 
3. Establish and incorporate fail-safe operation into the existing static feed water electrolysis baseline design, utilizing 
the Built-In Uiagnostic (BID) concept, availability of a primary and secondary power source, and emergency con- 
troller functions. 
4. Generate reliability data from which spares and malntainabllity approaches can be determined by a standard en- 
durance testing of the WE3 FCA in its test stand, additional extended endurance testinq of the 3-FPC in its test stand, 
extended endurance testing of the unitized corelcomposite cell six-cell module and extended enourance testing of 
the WS-1 subsystem. 
5 Perform an extended endurance test on the KOH elimination module, and characterize it for start, stop and standby 
operating modes and temperature ranges over which it  can operate successfully. 
6. Eliminate the separate coolant compartment from the baseline static feed water electrolysis module. This will allow 
for conversion of the present four compartment cell to a three compartment cell and will reduce weight, volume and 
subsystem complexity. Fabricate and tsst a SFWEM incorporating the feed compartment KOH elimination and 
coolant compartment elimination techn7logies. 
7. Perform studies, analyses and designs nscessary to incorporate the static fee j water electrolysis O2 gemretion 
function into an ~ntegrated air revitalizatio? system. This actlvity ~ o u l d  focus on ground and potential flight verifica- 
tion test in^. 
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